
Unit Test - 01 
June - 2024 

English 
X 

Answer all the questions                         5x5 = 25 
1. Quote from Memory 
      "Not mourning for the ..... 
      ...... travels on with cheer" 
 
2. Describe the struggles underwent by the young seagull to  
   overcome its fear of flying 
 
3. Prepare an attractive adventisement using the hints given  
     below       
 Enjoy the Summer - Cool yourselves - 50% - 70% - 
mega offer - Aadi Sale - colourful, cool cotton dresses - 
International brands - buy 2 and get 1 free - Anand silks - 
136/28 Town Hall road Coimbatore 
 
4. write a report of the following events in about 100-200 
words     
  "Educational Development day" was organized in 
your School on 15th July. As part of event many 
competition were held and the Prize were distributed to the 
winners. Now as the member of the Organizing committee.  
Write a report on the event in about 120 words 
 
5. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the 
following hints       
 There was an island - Propero and his daughter 
Miranda - Ariel was the chief - storm created - Ferdinand 
and Miranda - Propero ungentle - Antonio - king of Naples - 
repented - Ariel - dismissed 
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